CE Timetabling is Australia’s first and only fully web-based enterprise timetabling solution for both primary and secondary schools. With over 40 years of experience in timetabling, CE Timetabling uses proven algorithms to generate timetable solutions to fit your diverse needs.

Core benefits

**What you see is what you get**
An intuitive drag and drop interface assists in modelling timetable solutions and schedules.

**Access schedules at any time through a web browser**
Like all CES modules, Timetabling is completely web based, giving timetablers the ability to work from any internet enabled device.

**Always current and up-to-date**
CE Timetabling is an integral part of the Civica Education Suite. This means that all of your school’s essential data is stored in the one system, and any changes are instantly available to all users.
Functional features of CE Timetabling

Clear guidance through complex processes: a workflow process assists users with all timetable preparation tasks

Version management: create multiple versions of a timetable as you explore different solutions, with the ability to return to a previous version at any time

Powerful solution generator: a background process provides solutions based on proven algorithms

Easy timetable modelling tools with drag-and-drop: modern visual tools to manipulate your grids and rotations

Additional Primary specific timetabling processes: primary specific tools create a simple timetable structure with minimal time and effort

Event Management: schedule and manage once-off or recurring events, on or off campus

Teacher absences and cover management: minimise time and effort required to manage absent teachers

Flexible calendar views: view calendar information for the whole school, events, students, staff, rooms, etc.

Tightly coupled with other modules: any timetable changes, relief classes, events and other sessions are immediately accessible in other modules such as the teacher toolkit and school administration. Furthermore, courses which require an additional fee can share this information with the billing module. All of this ensures that your staff are as efficient as possible

Quickly move between timetable grids, teachers, rooms and duty views. Views include key information such as availability and conflicts.